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Abstract-In machine learning and data mining
class imbalance and class overlap are the two
main problems; it is not only done on two dataset
it is handled on multi class scenario. The
imbalance problem can be treated as small
disjunct problem which can be solved by using
larger training dataset, but the overlap problem
is different it affect the performance of classifier
while using training data when overlap is
present. Neural network is used to train the
dataset, due to overlap and imbalance problem
the performance of neural network is affected.in
this paper various methods to overcome the class
imbalance and class overlap problem is analyzed.
Keyword: Multi-class imbalance, Overlapping,
Back-propagation, editing techniques, smote
technique
1. INTRODUCTION
The class imbalance problem means when the
training data is more from one class compared to
other class. Many classifier shown to give poor
performance in identifying minority class in case
where large imbalance present.[1]the imbalance
problem is not a problem when the training set is
sufficiently large[2,3]it suggest that small training
set is the real cause of poor performance of classifier.
The overlap problem occurs when similar number of
training data present in a region of data space for
each class.
Supervised machine learning system creates a
model to predict class label for unlabeled training
set.it is common that intrinsic disproportion present
in each class. This is known as class imbalance
problem it occurs whenever example of one class is

higher than the example of other class. Minority
class represent circumscribed concept and other
represent the counterpart of that concept. Positive
and negative labels are used to denominate the
minority and majority classes, respectively.
It is difficult to identify in which situation skewed
dataset may cause degradation of performance in
order to develop new tool or redesign of algorithm to
deal with this problem.to perform this task artificial
data set may be used which can be easily controlled.
For instance, using artificial data sets [2] showed that
class imbalance is a relative problem depending on
both the complexity of the concept and the overall
size of the training set. Furthermore, in previous
work [5] using artificial datasets, we showed that
performance degradation of imbalanced domains is
related to the degree of data overlapping between
classes.
The other domain suffer from class imbalance are
target detection, fault detection and fraud detection
etc. The large number of approach has been
previously proposed to face the class imbalance
problem. The approach can be categorized as
internal approach.it means modifying the existing
algorithm or creating new algorithm to face the
problem [23].
The external approach that uses unmodified
existing algorithm but resample the data using the
algorithm the external approach is categorized into
two approaches. First, what best data is needed in
training dataset? Second what best proportion of
positive and negative example included in training
data set
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plain under-sampling We also varied Ripper’s loss ratio from
0.9 to 0.001 (as a means of varying misclassification cost) and
compared the effect of this variation with the combination of
SMOTE and under-sampling[9][10] . To build a set of rules
for the minority class the loss ratio can be reduced from 0.9 to
0.001
Naive Bayes Classifier: the prior of minority class can be
varied to make the navie bayes classifier cost- sensitive. The
prior of minority class can be varied from 1 to 50 times the
majority class and compared with C4.5’s SMOTE and
under-sampling combination
2.2 NEURAL NETWORK APPROACH

Fig.1 (a) A data set with a between-class imbalance. (b) A
high complexity data set with both between-class and
within-class imbalances, multiple concepts, overlapping,
noise, and lack of representative data. [6]
The imbalance dataset exhibit highly imbalance is referred
as between-class imbalance where in each case one class out
represent the another class [6]. There are multi classes data in
which imbalance exist between various classes] the direct
result of the nature of data space is referred as intrinsic
imbalance. Imbalanced dataset which depend on variable
factor such as time and storage is referred as extrinsic
imbalance.
In this paper further section deals with the efficient
methods and how to implement the methods to solve the class
imbalance and class overlap problem are briefly described.
2. METHODS TO FACE IMBALANCE
2.1 SMOTE
Propose an oversampling approach which is used to
oversample the minority class by creating synthetic examples.
This approach was successful in character recognition the
synthetic example can be generated by operating in feature
space not in data space [7]. The minority class is
over-sampled by taking each minority class sample and
introducing synthetic examples along the line segments
joining any/all of the k minority class nearest neighbors. The
k nearest neighbor is randomly taken based on the amount of
oversampling required. The synthetic example can be
generated by the following steps calculate the difference
between the feature sample and its nearest neighbor. Then
multiply this difference by random number between 0 and 1,
finally add it to feature sample this causes the selection of a
random point along the line segment between two specific
features. The machine learning algorithms used in smote
techniques are:

Several neural models have been applied for this purpose [12]
the error back propogation algorithm [14] is one of the widely
used supervised classifier to train the multilayer perceptron
network (MLP) the problem in the classifier are duration and
reliability of training process. Several techniques are there in
speeding up the training of MLP have been proposed
[16][17] only few authors addressed the problem of training
an MLP by using imbalanced data set [18][19].
The benefit of neural network is flexibility in modeling
non–linear association between input variable and target
variable. Neural network are modeled on human brain [20]. A
MLP consists of input layer (for all input variable contain
neuron) a hidden layer (consists of number of hidden neurons)
and an output layer (one neuron).each neuron process its input
and transmits its output value to the neuron in subsequent
layer. Back propogation is the popular algorithm for learning
process.in feed- forward network the weights are initialized to
small random numbers [13]. Through the network each
training instance sent and from each unit the output is
computed. The target output is compared with the estimated
output of network by calculating the error which is feedback
through the network.
input layer

C4.5: C4.5 release 8 is used as a base classifier [11], to
compare the various combination of SMOTE and
under-sampling with plain under sampling
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Fig 2. Architecture of feed forward network

Ripper: Ripper is used as a base classifier [8] to compare
various combination of SMOTE and under-sampling with
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The output of hidden neuron i is computed by activation
function to the weighted inputs and its bias term bi
M
hi = f(1)(bi(1)+ ∑ wij xj ) .
(1)
j=1

The gabriel graph is defined as

where W represents a weight matrix in which Wij denotes the
weight connecting input j to hidden neuron i. in output layer
the activation function can be predicted by logistic activation
function to obtain response

here xi and xj are said to be gabriel neighbors

f(2)(x)=1/(1+e-x)
nh
(2)
π=f(2)(b(2)+∑vjhj)
j=1
here nh represent the hidden neuron and v is weight vector
where vj represent the connection between hidden neuron and
the output neuron.to minimize the objective function, eg : sum
of squared errors the weights of network are randomly
initialized and iteratively adjusted the error value can be
calculated by
nj j
Ej(u)=1/N∑ ∑(tip-zip)2
(3)
i=1p=1
consider training dataset with two class(j=2),here N is number
of samples in class,tp is desired output and zp is actual output
in the network of sample. The overall mean square error can
be determined by
E(u)=E1(u)+E2(u).

(xi , xj) € E
d2(xi,xj) ≤ d2(xi,xk) + d2(xj,xk)
for all xk € X, k≠ i,j

The GGE can be summarized as follows:

1. Construct the Gabriel graph for each sample p in
training dataset
2. If and only if all its graph neighbors are its same
class then keep p in the training dataset
3. If p belongs to majority class, then discard p
from training dataset
4. After eliminating all majority class sample then
change the rule 2 by 5
5. To keep p in the TDS only if the majority graph
neighbors are of its same class.
3.2 RESAMPLING APPROACH
Resampling was performed using the following strategy first
the oversampling is performed by copying the existing
training instance in random and added to the training dataset
then under sampling is performed by removing existing
training instance in random until it was fully balanced[23] .

(4)

The cost function (  ) ﻻcan be used to balance the error
E(u)=(ﻻ1) E1(u)+( ﻻ2) E2(u). The cost function (ﻻj) reduces
its impact in the data distribution probability because the cost
function value is diminished gradually.

output

3 METHODS TO SOLVE CLASS OVERLAP
3.1 EDITING TECHNIQUE

Over sampling expert

Down-sizing expert

Class overlapping is defined as when the decision region
intersect occur. It is highly misclassified by classifier. This
problem can be addressed by instance selection methods
[21].the edition algorithm is defined as using the instance
approach to remove the noise or the points that do not agree
with neighbors. The most popular editing methods are based
on nearest neighbor rule
The proximity graph (PG) is used to obtain some editing
algorithms. The kind of proximity graph are minimum
spanning tree, Delaunay triangulation, Gabriel graph and
relative neighborhood graph are used to solve geometric
problem in various domains [22].
The proximity graph G = (V, E) is an u directed graph with set
of vertices V=X where X={x1, x2…. xn} be a set of points in
Rd, here n is number of prototype and d is dimensionality of
the feature space, and E represent the set of edges (xi, xj) if
and only if xi and xj satisfy some neighborhood relation. Let
d(.,..) be the Euclidean distance in Rd

Over sampling classifier

downsizing classifier

Input (examples to be classified)
Fig 3.The architecture of multiple resampling methods [23]
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4 PERFORMANCE MEASURE
The performance of learning classifier from imbalanced
dataset can be measured they are 1. Minimum cost criterion 2.
The criterion of maximum geometric mean 3. The criterion of
maximum sum 4. The criterion of receiver operating
characteristic analysis. [24]
ROC
curve

4.2 Precision and Recall
Precision = TP / (TP + FP)
Recall = TP / (TP + FN)
recall and precision goals can be often conflicting, since
when increasing the true positive for the minority class, the
number of false positives can also be increased; this will
reduce the precision [26].
4.3 Geometric Mean

Cost
curve

Imbalanced
dataset

Precision
and recall

Cost
matrix

Geometric
mean

It’s one of standard performance measures used in an
imbalanced dataset classifier. The reason of using Gmean is to
balance the ratio of prediction between majority and minority
class. The proportion of G-mean shows that how good an
imbalanced dataset classifier predicts the classes. The
G-mean is deliberate as follows:
G - Mean = √TNR *TPR
where,
TNR =TN / (TN + FP)
TPR =TP / (TP + FN)
where,
TP, FN, FP and TN can be defined as follows. True Positive
(TP) refers to correctly prediction of the majority class. False
Negative (FN) refers to wrongly prediction of the minority
class as majority class. False Positive (FP) refers to wrongly
prediction of majority class as minority class. True Negative
(TN) refers to correctly prediction of minority class.

Fig 4. Performance metrics for imbalanced dataset
5. CONCLUSION
In the confusion matrix Table 1, TN is the number of negative
examples correctly classified (True Negatives), FP is the
number of negative examples incorrectly classified as positive
(False Positives), FN is the number of positive examples
incorrectly classified as negative (False Negatives) and TP is
the number of positive examples correctly classified (True
Positives).
Table 1: confusion matrix [25]

Actual/predicted

Predicted
negative

Predicted
positive

Actual negative
Actual positive

TN
FN

FP
TP

Accuracy = (TP+TN)/(TP+FN+FP+TN)
FP rate = FP/ (TN+FP)
TP rate = Recall = TP/ (TP+FN)
Precision = TP/ (TP+FP)
4.1 ROC Curves
Receiver operating characteristics(ROC) curve is used
measure the performance of classifier over the range of true
positive and false positive error rates.
On Roc curve,
X-axis represents %FP = FP/ (TN + FP)
and the,
Y-axis represents %TP =TP/ (TP + FN)

Thus this paper represent the characteristics of imbalanced
dataset problem ,and provide a technique to solve the
imbalance problem.in this paper it gives an idea of
classification of imbalanced dataset And also we had gone
through the evaluation metrics of the imbalance dataset.in this
paper we discuss solution and algorithm to imbalanced
dataset. Thus this paper might be very useful for the
researchers to know about the imbalanced dataset problems
and its solution
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